Abstract. Given a cuspidal automorphic form π on GL 2 , we study smoothed sums of the form n∈N a π (n
Introduction and statement of results
Understanding averages of arithmetic functions over sequences that are sparse is a subject that has attracted much historical interest. In this paper, we look at sums of Hecke eigenvalues of GL 2 -representations π over quadratic progressions n → n 2 + d. That is, sums of the type:
(1.1) n≤X a π (n 2 + d),
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1 for various d ∈ Z and X > 0. Here a π stands for the normalized Fourier coefficients of π. Because of the motivation and analogy with the problem of estimating shifted convolution sums (when the polynomial n 2 +d is split it reduces to shifted convolution sums) we shall call sums such as (1.1) "a non-split sum".
Sums over polynomial progressions of the type (1.1) were first examined by Erdös for the divisor function τ (n) = m|n 1. For the divisor function along a fixed quadratic progression, it has been known 1 that an asymptotic formula of the form (1.2) n≤X τ (n 2 + 1) ∼ 3 π X log X, as X → ∞ may be derived with the Dirichlet hyperbola principle. Hooley [Hoo63a] was the first to obtain a power saving in the remainder term of (1.2). The exponent was later improved by Bykovskii [Byk84] and Deshouillers-Iwaniec [DI82] . Sarnak [Sar84] gave an interpretation of those results in the context of automorphic forms, see §1.4 below.
Recently, Blomer [Blo08] investigated (1.1) for a fixed holomorphic modular form f and a fixed d and showed the following asymptotic evaluation Independently, the first named author was led to similar sums in [Tem11] when X is about d 1 2 and d > 0. In that case the question is intimately related to the equidistribution of Heegner points. A precise estimate for those shorter sums has been derived in [Tem11] . Applications to moments of L-functions are described in §1.2 below.
Our main purpose in this article is to improve and extend the above results in several aspects. Our main result is Theorem 1 below. We shall establish uniformity in both the d and X aspects simultaneously, thereby unifying the results in [Blo08] and [Tem11] .
We treat both the d > 0 and d < 0 cases and have removed several technical conditions from previous papers, and reached a reasonably good level of generality (the representation π has arbitrary infinity type, there is no condition on the level). This requires adapting some advanced techniques from the shifted convolution problem as we shall discuss below. Also we shall analyse further when the main term can occur (in many cases c f = 0), and connect to the possible pole of L(s, sym 2 f ) and the theory of the Shimura integral. The quality of our remainder term is sharp, in that it depends directly on the bound towards Selberg eigenvalue conjecture (which we denote by 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1/2) and a subconvex exponent for the Fourier coefficients of half-integral automorphic forms (which we denote by 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1/4). See §1.3 for the precise definitions and the current numerical records. It is interesting to note that these exponents are of a rather different nature. The Selberg conjecture θ = 0 would follow from Langlands functoriality conjecture, while δ = 0 is equivalent to a Lindelöf hypothesis in the level aspect and would follow from the GRH. Theorem 1. Let π be a GL 2 automorphic cuspidal representation and denote by a π (n) the Dirichlet coefficients of the L-function L(s, π). Let W be a smooth function of compact support inside (1, 2) with W (i) ≪ 1 for all i ≥ 0. Then for all ǫ > 0, (1.4) With some extra effort it should be possible, as in [Blo08] , to replace the sequence n → n 2 + d by the sequence n → f (n) for a quadratic polynomial f . Blomer noted that the constant M π,d is non-zero only when the weight of π is odd and d > 0. This is a special case of our result because dihedral holomorphic forms have odd weight. (iii) Under the Lindelöf hypothesis and the Selberg eigenvalue conjecture we would have δ = θ = 0, see §1.3 below. The error term would then be Y 1/4+ǫ which is roughly the square-root of the length of summation. (iv) When d < 0 the assumption Y ≫ |d| is slightly restrictive. We believe it would be possible to relax the assumption slightly, at the cost of a worse remainder term. A similar phenomenon in the split shifted convolution problem occurs in that range as well, see the discussion in §1.4 below. It is also interesting to discuss the significance of the assumption Y ≫ |d| in analysing briefly the situation when Y is significantly smaller than |d|. The first observation is that this is rather subtle. If Y |d| becomes significantly smaller than one, the exponent θ/2 in the remainder term of (1.4) would act in the wrong direction. Note also that the length of summation in (1.4) becomes roughly Y |d| 1/2 instead of √ Y when Y is large. The assumption Y ≫ |d| occurs naturally in the proof because the multiplicative factor e −d/Y needs to remain bounded. A further subtlety concerns the asymptotics of Whittaker function, if Y were significantly smaller than |d| we would enter in a different regime. For the sake of clarity we would like to have an estimate that is a direct analogue of (1.2) and (1.3). The following is a formal consequence of Theorem 1. (1.5)
Remarks. (i) When π is holomorphic, the trivial bound obtained from the triangle inequality is X 1+ǫ because of Deligne's bound. When π is non-holomorphic, the trivial upper bound would be X 1+θ . In fact the estimate (1.5) also gains on the bound X 1+ǫ when π is Maass, so we always view X 1+ǫ as "the trivial bound" in the discussions below. The estimate (1.5) exhibits cancellation compared to the trivial bound when X is large enough. For instance it exhibits cancellations when X > d 1/2+ǫ , which is a natural barrier, and the natural range of uniformity required for applications.
(ii) There is no main term because M π,d = 0 from the fact that π cannot be dihedral since its central character is trivial. It is not difficult to derive as well an asymptotic in the general case of nontrivial central character and d < 0, in which case there might be a main term when M π,d = 0.
(iii) In the region when X is much larger than d, the bound becomes X 1/2+θ . For instance when d is fixed we achieve the same numerical exponent as in Blomer [Blo08, Theorem 2]. (iv) Assuming the Selberg eigenvalue conjecture (θ = 0) and the Lindelöf hypothesis in the level aspect (δ = 0), the upper bound in (1.5) would be X 1/2+ǫ . (v) One can go beyond X ≫ |d| 1/2 by being more flexible with the function W in the Theorem 1. In particular one can make the error term in (1.4) depend on a sufficiently large Sobolev norm W A as in [BH08, §2.3] . Then one can go down to X ≫ |d| 1/2−η where η > 0 is inversely proportional to A. In that way we would recover the main result of [Tem11] . Because of our soft treatment (that is, we avoid using complicated transforms by exploiting the framework of representation theory), we get the uniformity in both the d and X aspects simultaneously (or Y in the context of Theorem 1). We continue this introduction with an important application to moments of L-functions, some discussions on the bounds θ and δ, a comparison to the split shifted convolution problem, and a detailed outline of proofs and the structure of the article.
1.1. Square-free level and holomorphic forms. We record here the exact form of I(W ) and M π,d in the case where π is a discrete series representation corresponding to a holomorphic form of weight K, with square-free level.
Theorem 2. Let π be a GL 2 automorphic cuspidal representation corresponding to a holomorphic form of weight K, nebentypus χ and squarefree level N, and denote by a π (n) denote the Dirichlet coefficients of the L-function L(s, π). Let W be a smooth function of compact support inside (1, 2) with
Where M π,d is 0 unless d is N times a perfect square, χ = χ 4N and K / ∈ 2Z, in which case
Remark. As the proof given in §4 shows, given a newform φ, the main term M π,d can always be expressed, up to some elementary factors depending on the infinity type, nebentypus χ, level N and weight K of π, as the inner product of φθ(z) with a theta function θ K,N,χ (z) of halfintegral weight in the residual spectrum depending only on the weight, level, and nebentypus of π. The latter restriction on d being N times a perfect square comes from a classical theorem of Serre and Stark, which says that the residual spectrum is spanned purely by theta functions.
1.2. Applications. The Theorem 1 arises in the study of moments of L-functions associated to quadratic number fields. We recall that moments of L-functions in families are a central tool to the problem of non-vanishing and subconvexity for special values. Let D < 0 be the discriminant of an imaginary quadratic field The Theorem 1 is particularly relevant to one type of family of Lfunctions. Recall the fixed GL(2) automorphic cusp form π and assume its central character to be trivial. The L-function L(s, π × χ) may be defined via the Rankin-Selberg method. We choose the unitary normalization so that the functional equation links L(s, π × χ) with L(1 − s, π × χ). We recall that L(s, π × χ) is self-dual, of degree four and the sign of the functional equation is ±1. Under some general assumptions this sign is independent of χ. Let s = 1 2 + it be on the critical line. The first named author investigated in [Tem11] the asymptotic behavior of the first moment
When the sign of the functional equation is −1 one may consider the central derivative
, π × χ) as well. Establishing a good error term in the sums (1.4) seems to be the most efficient method to handle the moments (1.7). Indeed the relationship between Theorem 1 and the moments (1.7) is as follows. Up to some multiplicative factors, L(s, π × χ) is closely related to the Dirichlet series
Here a runs through the integral ideals of K. Let Y be the analytic
, π × χ)the above series may be truncated to a weighted sum over the ideals a of norms Na up to about Y 1/2+ǫ (approximate functional equation). This truncation is up to a negligible error term and ǫ > 0 may be chosen arbitrary small. Now averaging (1.8) over χ ∈ Cl D has the effect of singling out the ideals a that are principal. A principal ideal is generated by an element
in O D with a, b integers. Its norm equals a 2 + b 2 |D|. We are therefore reduced to estimating the asymptotic of (1.9) a,b∈Z
for a certain truncation function W . The function W does not exactly fulfill the requirement in Theorem 1, but standard techniques enable to reduce to that case (partition of unity, dyadic subdivision). The case b = 0 is special and yields the main term in the final asymptotic (see (1.10) below). When b = 0 we let d = b
2 |D| > 0 and we recognize a sum similar to Theorem 1. Note that M π,d = 0 because π has trivial central character. After some more work which we omit here we obtain the following estimate (1.10) 1
Here α, β are explicit multiplicative factors. They behave essentially as constants, in the sense that we have that
for some constant C > 1 that depends only on π. This generalizes Theorem 2 in [Tem11] . In [Tem11] the asymptotic estimate (1.10) had been established (with the precise value of α and β which we don't repeat here) under the following assumptions: the level of π is required to be odd and square-free and the discriminant D to be prime or almost prime.
2 We are able to remove these assumptions here because of our main Theorem 1.
An application of (1.10) is to quantitative non-vanishing. It may be proven that there are at least ≫ |D|
.π × χ) is nonzero. Here η > 0 is an absolute constant. See also [Tem] for an alternative approach to this non-vanishing question.
2 Almost prime in the sense that the smallest prime divisor of D be larger than |D| ǫ for some fixed ǫ > 0. ). Let 0 ≤ θ < 1/2 be such a numerical value towards the Selberg conjecture.
We also need bounds for Fourier coefficients of half-integer weight cusp forms. Specifically, fix a cusp form of half-integer weight f j . Note that it is orthogonal to the residual spectrum, spanned by theta functions of one variable for which the Fourier coefficients have different sizes. Assuming for simplicity that f j is holomorphic of weight k + 1/2, it has a Fourier expansion of the form f j (z) = n>0 ρ j (n)e(nz) valid in the upper half plane. Often called the trivial estimate, we have |ρ j (n)| ≤ |n| k/2−1/4 . The first breakthrough in the subject was an improvement by Iwaniec (later generalized by Duke) to ρ j (n) ≤ |n| k/2−2/7 . We shall define δ > 0 to be the smallest known constant such that |ρ j (n)| ≪ ǫ |n| k/2−1/2+δ+ǫ . It is known through work of Waldspurger, and later Kohnen-Zagier that δ is related to a subconvexity problem. Specifically, if φ j is the integer weight modular form related to f j through the ShimuraShintani correspondence, then there is a formula relating f j (n) and L(φ j × χ n , 1/2) where χ n is the Jacobi symbol of modulus n. Thus, the Lindelöf hypothesis (and therefore also GRH) would imply that one can take δ = 0.
One therefore expects that δ is a much harder constant to study than θ, not being directly related to a spectral problem (unlike the case for Fourier coefficients of integral weight modular forms).
The best known bound thus far for δ has been obtained in an appendix of Mao to the subconvexity estimate by Blomer-Harcos-Michel [BHM07] , and so currently one can take δ = (1 − 2θ).
Previous works.
Before explaining the details of the proof of Theorem 1 we review some of the previous works related to this problem. We try to proceed by chronological order.
Hooley [Hoo63a] has obtained a power saving in the remainder term of (1.2) and the exponent was later improved by Bykovskii [Byk84] and Deshouillers-Iwaniec [DI82] . The starting point of the argument in [Hoo63a, Byk84, DI82] is the convolution identity τ = 1 * 1. This method is not applicable to general coefficients a f of modular forms and it is necessary to develop other methods. We now proceed to explain how these sums can be interpreted in the context of automorphic forms, following Sarnak [Sar84] .
It is observed [Sar84, p.295 ] that the series (1.12)
is equal up to some Gamma factors to the integral (1.13)
where θ(z) = y 1/4 n∈Z e(n 2 z) is the standard theta function, E(s, z) is the standard Eisenstein series on SL 2 (Z) and P d (s, z) is the dth Poincaré series of weight 1/2 on Γ 0 (4) (se also §3.11). As a consequence the poles of the series (1.12) correspond to the spectrum of the Laplace operator on the space of forms of weight 1/2 on Γ 0 (4)\H. The method is not pushed further in [Sar84] but see § 4 and §1.5 below.
The reader will find in [Sar84] some further discussions on the spectrum and the Selberg's bounds. We recall that the spectrum in integral and half-integral weight is related by the Shimura correspondence (see §3.9 below). We repeat here a clever observation from [Sar84, pp.301-304] that there is a nice way to see the Shimura correspondence from the analytic properties of the series (1.12). When d = −h 2 is minus a perfect square, the quadratic polynomial n 2 + d splits and we are reduced to shifted convolution sums of τ (n − h)τ (n + h). The corresponding Dirichlet series is then related, up to some Gamma factors, to the integral (1.14)
where P h (s, z) is a Poincaré series of integral weight. Thus the poles are related to the spectrum of the Laplacian on integral weight forms. This is essentially the same series with the same set of poles and this yields therefore a relation between the spectrum on integral and halfintegral weight forms. This observation is compatible with the Maass form version of the Shimura correspondence. We briefly recall the argument of Blomer [Blo08] to establish (1.3). It is assumed that f is holomorphic and therefore can be written as a linear combination of Poincaré series. This allows to replace the coefficients a f by sums of Kloosterman sums. Then the n-sum is evaluated by Poisson summation. This produces sums of Kloosterman sums of half-integral weight which are handled with the Kuznetsov's trace formula.
The approach in Templier [Tem11] is based on the δ-symbol method of Duke-Friedlander-Iwaniec to detect the quadratic progression n 2 + d. This produces similar kind of exponential sums. The analysis in [Tem11] and [Blo08] differs because the relative size of d and X are different. The argument in [Tem11] proceeds by using period formulas to relate sums of exponential sums to special values of L-functions and then conclude from the Duke-Iwaniec bound for coefficients for half-integral weight forms (see §3.10).
Both approaches in [Tem11] and [Blo08] are not well-suited to achieve an optimized value of the exponents because they rely on a large number of transformations. It is one of the purpose of the present paper to improve on the quality of the exponents.
1.5. Approach with Poincaré series. The main idea in the proof of Theorem 1 is to interpret the sum on the left as the d'th Fourier coefficient of φθ(z), where φ is a Maass form corresponding to a new vector in π and θ(z) is a suitable theta function (it should be clear from context whether θ is a function or the bound towards Ramanujan). There are then two methods we pursue:
In section 4, we proceed classically and use Poincaré series to isolate the d'th Fourier coefficient. Specifically, by taking the Petersson inner product of φθ with an appropriate Poincaré series P d (s, z), we can form the Dirichlet series:
We then spectrally expand P d (s, z) into Maass-Hecke eigenforms φ j (z), to get an identity of the form
To apply (1.16), we need to bound the terms φθ(z), φ j (z) . This is the crucial triple product estimate established by Sarnak in [Sar94] . Next, by unfolding the integral we see that each term P d (s, z), φ j (z) can be continued to ℜe(s) > 1 2 + θ, unless φ j (z) is a 1-variable theta function in which case we get a pole at s = coming from the exceptional eigenvalues of the Laplacian, and a bound on D(s) in terms of |d| δ . Finally, in order to translate this information to the sum
we form the integral (1.17)
Besides having complications for Maass forms, a serious downside of this approach is that to ensure convergence of (1.17) we need to insist that W (s) decays exponentially on vertical strips. We note that this approach has been developed independently by Hansen [Han] with a view towards number fields.
The second approach that we take is to spectrally expand immediately and use Sobolev norms as in Blomer-Harcos [BH08] , sidestepping the use of Poincaré series and triple product estimates. The purpose of section 5 is to demonstrate the main idea without getting caught up in the technical details. As such, in section 5 we again restrict to holomorphic φ but now we spectrally expand φθ directly without resorting to Poincaré series. This gives an expansion of the form
where the sum ranges over distinct Maass forms of an appropriate weight. Rather than use triple product estimates to bound the coefficients c τ we use Sobolev norms as in Blomer-Harcos to establish convergence of the spectral expansion. Letting K correspond to the weight of π, we then equate d'th Fourier coefficients to get the identity:
(1.19)
From equation (1.19) we immediately read off Theorem 1 for the particular class of test functions W (x) = e −ax x K−1 2 . As we work with a space of Maass forms of fixed weight on the upper half plane rather than on the group, the required uniformity on the asymptotics of Whittaker functions and bounds for Fourier coefficients of Hecke-Maass forms are much easier to obtain. Of course, the two advantages of working on the group are that we can handle Maass forms as well as holomorphic forms, and the test function W (x) shows up naturally as a Whittaker coefficient from the Kirillov model.
1.6. Methods of proof. As explained above the method with Poincaré series has the drawback that it doesn't work as well for Maass forms, due to a lack of harmonics.
To handle Maass forms we work directly on the group SL 2 (R) rather than the upper half plane, which provides the missing harmonics since now one is allowed to vary the weight of vectors in the representation π. Harcos called attention to this issue in his thesis, and this solution recently appeared in Blomer-Harcos [BH10] for the classical split shifted convolution problem, using ideas of Venkatesh [Ven10] . Also, they bypass the need for triple product estimates by using Sobolev norms, allowing for a softer treatment.
In our case, we have to go to the metaplectic cover SL 2 (R) since that's where the theta functions naturally live.
We choose a vector φ ∈ π whose Whittaker function matches the test function W in Theorem 1. Then the proof develops in the same way as the holomorphic case described above. We arrive at an expression similar to (1.19).
Since there is not a good enough theory of Kirillov models on the metaplectic group, we have to derive all our bounds directly. We cannot go back and forth from the abstract Kirillov model to the Whittaker coefficients.
We use a uniform bound for the Whittaker function (Proposition 3.1) which is a key feature. We display the typical case corresponding to principal series. For p, r ∈ R,
The estimate was previously known for p ∈ Z and the existing proof does not extend to half-integer weights. We establish (1.20) in §7 for all real weights p ∈ R using an integral representation and shifting contours.
The estimate (1.20) is suitable for application to our problem. The polynomial growth in the weight p and the eigenvalue r is important in relation to Sobolev norms and the spectral expansion. The behavior as y → 0 is an essential feature. For the complementary series the exponent 1/2 is replaced by (1 − θ)/2 which is directly related to the exponents of d and Y in Theorem 1.
1.7. Structure of the article. The paper is organized as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we give the necessary background on automorphic forms of integral and half-integral weight, as well as the metaplectic group. We also record some estimates for the Whittaker functions which will be needed in section 6. In section 4 we work out the proof for holomorphic forms using Poincaré series. In section 5 we sketch the proof of Theorem 1 for holomorphic forms using representation theory and Sobolev norms, trying to keep the presentation as classical as possible so as to give the flavor of the argument. In section 6 we work out the details of the general case by going to the metaplectic group and using the methods of [BH10]. Finally, the section 7 gives the proof of Proposition 3.1.
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2. Background on GL 2 -automorphic forms 2.1. Automorphic representations. Let G = SL 2 (R) and Γ = Γ 0 (N) the Hecke congruence subgroup. Let χ be a Nebentypus character, namely a unitary congruence character on Γ, see (3.4). We work on the space L 2 cusp (Γ\G, χ) of cuspidal automorphic functions with Nebentypus χ acted upon by G by translations from the right. Let N ⊂ G be the unipotent subgroup 1 R 0 1 . We recall that a cuspidal function φ is such that (2.1)
We have a Hilbert direct sum of irreducible cuspidal G-representations:
We arrange so that each space V π is preserved by the Hecke operators. We let K = SO(2) be the usual maximal compact subgroup. We may consider the restriction of the G-representation V π to K and decompose further according to unitary characters of K:
More precisely let k θ = cos θ sin θ − sin θ cos θ be a generic rotation. A vector is of pure weight k, when k θ acts on it through the character θ → e(kθ).
We recall the classification of irreducible unitary representations of SL 2 (R), see e.g. [Lan75] . The Casimir operator
acts by a positive scalar (2.5)
on the whole irreducible space V π . The discrete series correspond to ir π ∈ 1 2 + Z; the principal series correspond to r π ∈ R and the complementary series correspond to r π ∈ [− ]. The Fourier expansion might be written in the following way:
Here H = G/K is the upper-half plane. Since φ is fixed throughout the paper, we shall be omitting the subscript and denote simply by a(n) the Fourier coefficients. It will not cause any ambiguity. We normalize φ so that a(1) = 1. By convention, a(0) = 0.
The Hecke bound reads a(n) ≪ |n| 1/2 . Under the Ramanujan conjecture a(n) ≪ |n| ǫ would hold. We have a(n) ≪ |n| θ , for all θ > 7/64 is achieved in [Kim03] .
More detailed properties of Whittaker functions will be recalled below. We recall the following ([GR07, (9.235)])
where K ir is the K-Bessel function. Thus an equivalent expression for the Fourier expansion of φ is:
When φ is a newvector, the L-function associated to π is: Remark. Another interesting choice for φ would be the Eisenstein series where a(n) gets replaced by τ (n), the divisor function. It is noteworthy that in this case would cover the result of Hooley [Hoo63b] in (1.1) as observed in [Sar84] . The constant term yields another main term.
2.3. Holomorphic modular forms. For an integer K ≥ 1, we consider the complex vector space of weight K holomorphic cusp forms on Γ\G. These are bounded automorphic functions F on the upper-half plane which satisfy the automorphy relation:
The cocycle J(γ, z) is classical and will appear below. Here we recall
Let F be an holomorphic Hecke cusp form of weight K. To have consistent notations, it is good to work with f (z) = y K/2 F (z). The Fourier expansion reads:
We recall that WK
(y) = y K/2 e −y/2 , so that (2.11) is equivalent to the usual q-development of F inside the cusp at infinity. The function f may be lifted to L f then belongs to the line V π,K of weight K vectors in V π . The spectral parameter is r π = K−1 2 . 2.4. Kirillov models. More generally than the classical examples recalled in §2.2 and §2.3 it will be important in the sequel to choose an arbitrary form φ ∈ L 2 (Γ\G) with mixed weights. Precisely we shall choose φ ∈ V π in such a way that the Whittaker function that occurs in its Fourier expansion precisely matches the smoothing function W in Theorem 1.
We shall use the notation
as elements of SL 2 (R). For a smooth function φ ∈ V ∞ π we have the Whittaker integral The proposition follows from the surjectivity of the Kirillov model. When Γ = SL 2 (Z) the details are carried out in [BH08, §2.3] and we do not repeat it here. In particular note that
Since π will be fixed, this inequality will suffice in the sequel.
2.5. New vector. We have the Fourier expansion
The Theorem 1 is valid more generally for the Fourier coefficients a φ (n) as the proof in section 6 shows. We need to explain that the form φ may be chosen in such a way that a φ (n) coincide with the Dirichlet coefficients a π (n) of the associated L-function. This is a classical fact from the theory of newvectors. When φ is a newvector the Fourier transform of the global Whittaker function coincides with the normalized L-function L(s, π). See e.g. [Gel76, (6.37)] and [Gel76, Thm 1.12] in the holomorphic case.
3. Background on automorphic forms of half-integer weight 3.1. Half-integer forms. A standard reference for holomorphic forms is Shimura [Shi73] , see also the introduction of [Duk88] and the references herein. We conserve notation consistent with [KS93] . The standard theta series reads:
We may define the cocycle multiplier as follows:
be an half-integer with 2k odd. The Laplacian of weight k is:
For χ : (Z/NZ) × → C × a Dirichlet character modulo N, we define an automorphic cusp form f of weight k and level N to be a function which satisfies:
To keep track on the dependency on r = r j and k we let f = f j,k , λ = λ j and assume as in Duke [Duk88] that it is L 2 -normalized, f j,k = 1 (note that the normalization in [KS93] is such that ρ j,k (1) = 1).
Its Fourier expansion reads as follows:
4 Explicitly one has:
where arg(cz + d) ∈ (−π, π] and χ 4 is as in [Shi73] or [Duk88, (2.1)].
Similarly, we define the space of holomorphic functions S k (N, χ) of weight k ≥ 1/2, level 4N and Nebentypus χ to consist of all holomorphic functions F (z) satisfying
. In this case F (z) is the smallest weight vector, so that f j,p = 0 when |p| < k.
We discuss briefly the anti-holomorphic forms since they appear in the spectrum as well. Anti-holomorphic forms can be viewed as complex conjugates of holomorphic forms and therefore the analysis is no different. The Fourier expansion (3.6) is then supported on the nonpositive integers n, the Fourier coefficients ρ j,k (n) are complex conjugate of the Fourier coefficients of holomorphic forms. The weight k is negative and the spectral parameter r j is identical, in particular the Whittaker function W sgn(n)k/2,ir j remains the same.
Whittaker functions.
Throughout the text, the Whittaker function W p,ν is as defined in section 9.2 of [GR07] . We state in this paragraph the estimates we shall need during the proof of the main theorems. The proofs are given in §7.
The crucial estimates concern the behavior as y goes to zero. We shall distinguish three cases for the sake of clarity. The cases (i) (resp. (ii), (iii)) correspond to principal series (resp. complementary series, discrete series). These estimates were previously known for p ∈ Z.
Proposition 3.1. There is an absolute constant A > 0 with the following properties. (i) For p, r ∈ R the following holds:
(ii) For p ∈ R, 0 < ν < 1/2 the following holds:
∈ N and ν > − 1 2 + ǫ or the following holds:
All three upper bounds holds true uniformly in p, ν in the given region and the implied constant depends on ǫ > 0 only.
Remark. We point out that the condition p − ν ∈ 1 2 + N in (iii) is necessary because otherwise the behavior as y → 0 is different, as can be seen from the proof in §7.5 because extra residues would appear.
Remark. In the integral weight case (p ∈ Z), our results correspond to the bounds of Bruggeman-Motohashi [BM05], Harcos-Michel [HM06] and Blomer-Harcos [BH08] , except for a worse exponent in p. The approaches in the above mentioned papers do not seem to generalize to all p ∈ R. Our method in §7 has the advantage of working for half-integer weights, which is crucial for the present paper. It yields a distinct proof in the integral weight case as well.
3.3. Half-integer Eisenstein series. We include here some background and properties of Eisenstein series of half-integer weight. More details can be found in [Duk88, section 2]. For k a half-integer and ℜe(s) > 1, we define at s = 1. We would now like to form E N,0 (s, z) and take the residue at s = 1. The issue is that the integral diverges at the cusp, so we must regularize. Define
The
lim T →∞ Res s=1 R T (s, z). The key observation is that when taking residues at s = 1 the first term drops off and then we can interchange the residue with the limit so that
If moreover N is square-free, then we know by the next subsection that Res s=3/4 E N,k (s, z) is a multiple of θ N (z). To determine the multiple, we can define E and occur as residues of Eisenstein series. We mention that the Eisenstein series defined in the previous subsection correspond to the cusp at ∞. To get the entire residual spectrum, one has to consider Eisenstein series corresponding to every cusp into account here. These forms are important to us as they will contribute the main term.
For k > 5, the spectrum is gotten from the residual spectrum for (k mod (4)) by applying the raising operator, see §3.8. It is thus only necessary to discuss the case of k = 1 and k = 3.
For k = 3 there is no residual spectrum. Briefly, the constant term of the Eisenstein series is (See [Duk88, §2], (2.8)
where φ l (s) is a singular series with a potential simple pole at s = 3/4. However, for k = 3 the pole gets canceled by the pole of Γ(s−3/4). For more details, see [Duk88, §2] .
For k = 1 the spectrum was described completely in a beautiful paper of Serre and Stark [SS77] . The results are as follows.
Define Here t ∈ N, and ψ is a Dirichlet character of conductor L which satisfy 4L 2 t divides N. Note that the condition on t and ψ ensures the space is finite dimensional.
3.6. The metaplectic group and theta series. Let G denote the metaplectic group, a nontrivial central extension of G = SL 2 (R). We have the exact sequence (3.12) Z/2Z → G → G There are several ways to define the group G. We recall here that the 2-cocycle has an explicit form on the standard Borel subgroup of GL 2 (R) [Gel76, §2.1 and §4.1]:
The Hilbert symbol is as follows [IK04, (3.37)]:
(3.14) (a, b) ∞ = −1 if a < 0 and b < 0, 1 otherwise.
In particular the extension G → G splits over the subgroup Let Z = {±1} be the center of SL 2 (R). The extension G → G splits over Z 0 . The center of G is Z( G) = Z/2Z. One may check that the extension G → G splits over Γ 0 (4) [Shi73] . We denote by Γ → Γ ≃ Γ 0 (4N) the image of Γ 0 (4N) under the splitting.
According to [Gel76, p.50] the automorphic form θ is a form oñ G. It transforms non-trivially under the center Z/2Z and therefore it is genuine. By definition a character on Z( G) (resp. automorphic form on G) is genuine when it is non-trivial (resp. when it does not factor through G). Note that if an automorphic form is not genuine, then it transforms trivially under the center and is induced from an automorphic form on G. More precisely, consider the double cover SO(2) of SO(2) in G, which is just S 1 as an abstract group. If we have an automorphic form φ which transforms under a character χ φ of SO(2), we say that it is of weight k if χ φ = χ 2k θ , for k a half-integer. It is now easy to see that a form is of half-integer weight iff it is genuine.
Let χ be a congruence character on Γ which is non-trivial on the center Z/2Z. We shall work on the space L 2 ( Γ\ G, χ) of functions on G invariant under ( Γ, χ). Note that since χ is nontrivial on Z/2Z, all the representations of G that occur in L 2 ( Γ\ G, χ) are genuine. Finally, we mention how Fourier expansion works in the Metaplectic group. We parametrise SO(2) by k(θ) := cos(θ) sin(θ) − sin(θ) cos(θ) , where for an automorphic form f j,k of weight k and Laplacian eigenvalue
3.7. Spectral decomposition. Summarizing we have described the spectral decomposition of L 2 ( Γ\ G, χ) which consists of the following. (i) An orthonormal basis of cusp forms f j,k , where k is the weight and r j is the spectral parameter; (ii) an orthogonal basis of residual forms θ ψ,t which are generated by theta series as described in §3.5; (iii) a continuous spectrum provided by the analytic continuation of Eisenstein series.
3.8. Maass operators. We take the usual basis for the lie algebra g of SL 2 (R) as follows:
The center of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) is generated by the Casimir operator ∆ := H 2 + 2RL + 2LR. The operators R, L have the property that if ψ is an automorphic form of weight k, then Rψ, Lψ are of weights k + 2, k − 2 respectively. If we restrict these operators to automorphic forms of pure weights viewed on the upper-half plane, we get the following classical operators.
The Maass lowering operator is defined by:
Suppose f, g are of compact support. We have the following equality which follows by integration by parts:
The Maass raising operator is
See [DFI02] and [Sar84] for further discussions on the spectrum of ∆ k . If the L 2 -normalized Maass cusp form f j,k (z) has spectral parameter r j , weight k and Fourier coefficients ρ j,k (n) then the normalized
is of weight k − 2 and its Fourier coefficients equal Λ k f j,k −1 ρ j,k (n) when n < 0 and Λ k f j,k ρ j,k (n) when n > 0. We assumed implicitly that Λ k f j,k is non-zero that is f j,k is not the lowest weight vector of a discrete series. In general one has
This follows, when n > 0, by inspecting the Fourier expansion (3.6) and the following recurrence relation ([GR07, (9.234.3)]):
When n < 0, one needs to use the following equality:
That latter equation may be proved starting from the Hankel's representation of the Whittaker function.
3.9. Shimura correspondence and Selberg's bound. We shall need a bound on the spectral parameter of half-integral weight automorphic forms. That is, letπ be an cuspidal representation on the metaplectic group G, which does not correspond to a 1-dimensional theta function. We shall need lower bounds on the Laplacian eigenvalue λπ. In order to do this one can use the Theta correspondence from SL 2 to P GL 2 . For an introduction, see [Pra93, Theorem 8 .7],[KS93, Proposition 2.3], [Sar84] , and in the general case Waldspurger [Wal80] . As is explained in the Appendix to [PS84] , givenπ one can associate through the theta correspondence a non-zero cuspidal representation π on P GL 2 , and the representation π at the infinite place depends only on representationπ at the infinite place (in Piatetski-Shapiro, the set of cuspidal metaplectic representation not coming from one dimensional theta-functions is referred to as A 00 ). We shall use only the following fact: If the spectral parameter ofπ is r, then the spectral parameter of π is 2r, as is explained thoroughly in Gelbart [Gel76] , Section 4.3. Recall that the Laplacian eigenvalues are then λ π = − r 2 . This enables us to transfer bounds towards Selberg's eigenvalue conjecture from integral weight to half integral weight. In particular, Selberg's λ π ≥ 3/16 bound corresponds to the GoldfeldSarnak [GS83] λπ ≥ 15/64 bound on half-integral weight.
3.10. Iwaniec's bound. For cusp forms of half-integral weight, one has the following inequality for weights k = 3 or k = 1 (see [Duk88,  Theorem 5] and [BM10] ):
We will require a version of the above inequality that is uniform over weights k. Fortunately, this is easy by using the raising operators and the normalization given by equation (3.20):
If ψ j does in fact come from a holomorphic form then the bound has in fact been worked out by Mao in an appendix to [BHM07] . We shall more frequently use (3.23) in the form stated below:
Proposition 3.2. There exists a real number A > 0 such that for all forms f j,k , 0 < y < 1, and non-zero d ∈ Z, we have:
Proof. Let ι = sgn(d) = ±1. Assume that f j,k corresponds to a principal series. Then by Proposition 3.1 and the Duke-Iwaniec bound (3.23) we need only to show that
If ι = 1 (i.e. d > 0) the result follows from ch(it) ≍ e |t| and Γ(it) ≍ |t| −1/2 e −π|t|/2 as t → ∞. Else, if ι = −1, we are reduced to showing that
A and the result follows from Lemma 7.4. The cases where f j,k corresponds to a discrete or complementary series follow similarly.
3.11. Poincaré series. The Poincaré series of weight k is defined by (3.25)
where f (x + iy) = Ψ(y)e(dx). When Ψ(y) = e −2π|d|y y s , we shall write P s for P . It is possible to continue P s analytically from the relation:
following [Sel] or [Sar84] . More precisely P s admits a meromorphic continuation to ℜe s > 1+θ 2
with a simple pole at s = 3/4. We shall recall the explicit value of the residue in § 4.7 (theta series).
Holomorphic forms, part I
Here we shall follow the classical approach via Poincaré series, (see [Goo83, Sel65] ). Most recent papers where the method has been refined are [Sar94, Har03] . See also [Mic] for a survey. Recall that the essence of the method consists in forming P s , f θ , then on the one hand expanding spectrally with the Parseval relation and on the other hand unfolding the Poincaré series yielding a weighted Dirichlet series. The key ingredients involved are the analytic continuation of P s and a triple product estimate. The definition of P s has been given in §3.11, where the weight is k := K − 1/2.
Remark. We use the Poincaré series with Ψ(y) := e −2π|d|y y s , because its Mellin transform is very explicit: its just a product of ratios of gamma functions. This has the affect of making the class of test functions we sum against more restricted as their Mellin transforms have exponential vertical decay. In section 6 we remove this restriction. 4.1. Introduction. We consider f a newform in S K (Γ 0 (N), χ), with χ a character of level dividing N.
Given a sufficiently nice, smooth function g on the reals, We wish to understand the following sum:
4.2. Dirichlet series. The inner product , and the theta series are as in §3.1 and the Poincaré series is as in §3.11. We also set z = x + iy. Unfolding the Poincaré series one obtains (see also [Sar84, (2.14)]): (4.3)
+s .
Observe that on the second line all terms are zero except when m = n 2 + d.
In the next subsections we shall prove that the inner product is holomorphic for ℜe s > 
We have set f j := f j,k for the present section 4 and recall that k = K − 1 2 . The sum is over an orthonormal basis of Maass wave forms of weight k and nebentypus χ plus the continuous spectrum which is not displayed here, but whose contribution can be bounded in the same way as for the Maass forms.
4.4. The Mellin transform of Whittaker function. Unfolding again we have (see §3.1 for the expansion of weight k automorphic forms and we have set ρ j := ρ j,k ):
.
In the last identity we have used [GR07, (7.621-11)], see also (7.2) in the section 7. We have also used the fact that r j is real or purely imaginary so that {ir j , −ir j } = {ir j , −ir j }.
4.5. Triple product estimate. We shall give an estimate for f j , f θ in terms of the eigenvalue r j as r j → ∞, with the correct exponential decay. Sarnak gave a very general such estimate in [Sar94] , but it doesn't quite apply here (for instance, θ(z) is not a cusp-form). In our case, it turns out to be easier to prove this estimate directly. The main observation is that θ(z) is the residue of the unique pole of E 1/2 (s, z) at s = 3/4, so we can study the triple product f j , f E 1/2 (s, z) as a function of s, and mimic standard L-function methods to get the desired estimate. Namely, expanding for ℜe(s) > K/2 gives:
Now, using the bound (see (3.23)) ρ j (n) ≪ |r j | k e πr j /2 , we see that R(s) is uniformly bounded by |r j | 3k e −||Im s|−πr j |/2 on k + 1 > ℜe(s) > k. Since R(s) satisfies a functional equation inherited from the functional equation for E 1/2 (s, z), we can bound it on −k < ℜe(s) < 1 − k as well. Now using Phragmen-Lindelof, we get that
as desired.
4.6. Isolating the error term. Going back to our expansion, we write it as (4.8)
The second summand S 1 will be the error term which we deal with now. It's a sum over eigenfunctions not coming from the residual spectrum, and so by bounds towards Ramanujan each summand is holomorphic in ℜe s > 1+θ 2
. Moreover, by Weyl's law and Stirling's formula we have the bound (4.9)
We have used equations (4.7) and (3.23). The bound is uniform inside the critical strip and with 1+θ 2 + ǫ ≤ ℜe s ≤ 3. This gives us the promised error estimate, as long as we can identify the main term from the sum S 0 over the residual spectrum. We proceed to do this now. 4.7. Main Term. In this subsection we deal with the sum over the residual spectrum. Recall that we are summing over forms of weight k = K −1/2. By the theory of raising operators, all the spectrum comes from weight 1/2 if K is odd, and from weight 3/2 if K is even (see §3.5). By [Duk88] , there is no residual spectrum of weight 3/2, so we restrict to the case of K odd. We first consider the case of N square-free. Then by Serre-Stark [SS77] , there is only residual spectrum of weight 1/2 if χ = χ 4N , and in that case it's 1-dimensional and spanned by the theta function:
We care about u(z), which is θ N (z) raised to level k, and normalized to be unitary. The d'th Fourier coefficient of u(z) can be computed explicitly, and is equal to 0 unless d ∈ N · Z 2 , in which case:
Now we need to compute u, fθ . To do this we again use that u(z) is a multiple of the residue at s = 3/4 of the weight k Eisenstein series at level N, which we called E N,k (s, z). Using equation (3.11) we deduce that
We compute E N,k (s, * ), f θ by unfolding the Eisenstein series, and then take the residue at s = 3/4. The expansion is:
We evaluate the Dirichlet series n a(n 2 ) n 2s−1/2 to be ζ(4s − 1) −1 L(2s − 1/2, sym 2 f ), and so taking the residue at s = 3/4 gives 2ζ
. Putting things together, we get that
We now briefly consider the case of general level N ≥ 1. In this case, the residual spectrum is furnished by a finite set of theta functions θ ψ,t , where tL 2 | N, and a ψ(n) is a Dirichlet character ψ : (Z/L) * → C * such that χ t ψ = χ. Since they all arise as residues of Eisenstein series, the main term can in principle be computed as above, though we do not do so.
With the above we see that the main term vanishes unless the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) f (z) is a dihedral form; (2) d is positive and divides N;
2 where d ′ is square-free, and L is the conductor of χχ
4.8. Summing up. We write down the exact result in the case of d > 0. In that case, we have
Now let g(x) be a smooth function on R + , such that the Mellin transformg(s) decays sufficiently quickly on vertical strips (in particular, faster than Γ(s)). Then the above estimates and a standard argument with shifting lines of integration gives, for Y > d,
Holomorphic forms, part II
In the next section 6 we will present a proof of our theorem that works uniformly for holomorphic and Maass forms. The goal of this section is to illustrate the main ideas of that proof without much of the technical difficulties. As such, in this section we prove our main theorem for holomorphic forms working with Maass forms in a fixed weight on the upper half plane. The problem with working in a fixed weight in the upper half-plane rather than on the metaplectic group is this restricts the test functions one can sum against. As such, we shall only be summing against a very restricted class of test functions. Nonetheless, the main ideas remain the same.
We proceed with the proof. Fix f (z) ∈ S K (N, χ), a holomorphic form of integral weight K. Assume d > 0 for simplicity.
We again consider fθ ∈ S K− 1 2 (N, χ) and compute the d'th Fourier coefficient:
We will take y = 1 Y where Y is some large number and so (5.2) is the sum we wish to bound. Now, we expand fθ spectrally in S K− , and ψ τ is normalized so that ||ψ τ || = 1. The sum in (5.3) converges absolutely and uniformly, so equating d'th Fourier coefficients we get the identity:
As we have seen before, the finitely many terms coming from the residual spectrum will constitute the main term, as worked out in §4.7. Our goal therefore becomes to bound :
uniformly in d and Y . For a fixed representation τ outside the residual spectrum, the bound we wish to get is easy. Namely, ,irτ (
What we need is a version of (5.3) that is uniform in τ , or more precisely in r τ . Since both the asymptotics for the Whittaker function and the Ramanujan bound are already uniform up to polynomial dependence, what we really need is good control in the c τ . To accomplish this, we introduce a light version of Sobolev norms. Namely, for a function ψ(z) on S k (N, χ), we define the m ′ th Sobolev norm to be
k ψ||. That is, we apply the weight-k Laplacian m times, and then take usual L 2 norm. It is easy to see (via explicit Fourier expansion, for example) that for A ≥ 0, ∆ (A) k (fθ) decays exponentially at the cusps, and thus the A'th Sobolev norm ||fθ(z)|| A is finite. Now using the spectral expansion (5.3) and applying the Laplacian A times we get
Taking L 2 norms and using Parseval's relation we get the bound
and the immediate corollary:
for any real number C. Equation (5.7) allows us as much polynomial control as we want, and so we can finish the argument with an application of Cauchy-Schwarz. By Proposition 3.1 regarding the asymptotics of the Whittaker function and the Duke-Iwaniec bound (3.23) for Fourier coefficients there is a B > 0 such that
uniformly in τ . Combining the above with (5.7) for C = −B − 3 and Weyl's law, we get the desired error estimate:
For convenience, we plug in (5.8) back into (5.4) to get
2 )
The main term can now be more explicitly computed just as in section 4.
Proof of Theorem 1
We recall that for Maass forms the classical approach via Poincaré series to the shifted convolution problem fails to produce a suitable estimate because there are missing harmonics. For forms of half-integral weight the situation is even worse because more integrals are hypergeometric functions that cannot be expressed as a product of Bessel functions. Although this problem is purely local (archimedean) it is a delicate one.
A good solution is to use the framework of representation theory. In the context of split shifted convolution problems this is achieved in Blomer-Harcos [BH08] following the works of Bernstein-Reznikov and Venkatesh on Sobolev norms in the framework of representation theory. The main idea is that the missing harmonics are to be found in the higher weight vectors in the automorphic representation. Retrospectively the classical approach with Poincaré series only bears the new vector of the representation which is not flexible enough. Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on that idea as well. We shall try to use notation of [BH08] as closely as possible for convenience of the reader.
There is an important difference with the integral weight case that we would like to highlight. Seeing as how we shall have to work on the metaplectic group, all the estimates on Whittaker function will be gotten "bare hands" without resorting to the Kirillov model. This is because Kirillov models for half-integral forms are different and we cannot use it in our context. 6.1. Choice of local vector. Following §2.4 we start out with picking an appropriate smooth vector φ for the GL 2 automorphic representation π. Note that φ is not K-finite in general. We have the expansion
where W φ (y) = 1 0 φ(n(x)a(y))e(−x)dx and a(n) := a π (n). The Whittaker transform can be made to be any smooth function of compact support according to Proposition 2.1. So we pick a smooth vector φ ∈ π such that
Here W is the function from (1.4) in Theorem 1 which we recall is smooth and compact support on (1, 2). Because of the assumptions on W we have that W (i) φ ≪ 1 for all i ≥ 1, see also the remarks following Theorem 1. As recalled in §2.4, we deduce that S B φ ≪ 1 for all B. The multiplicative constant may depend on B only.
For simplicity we work with G = SL 2 (R) instead of the more general group SL ± 2 (R), where all the GL 2 automorphic forms naturally live. This means that from now on we view φ as an element of L 2 cusp (Γ\G, χ). 6.2. Sobolev norms on the metaplectic cover. We define Sobolev norms on functions on the metaplectic cover Γ\ G in the same way as for integral forms on GL(2). Namely the Lie algebra of G is identified with sl 2 (R). Recall the basis formed by the matrices L, H, R. Given a smooth function on Γ\ G and an integer d ≥ 0 we define S d φ = D Dφ where D ranges over all monomials in H, L, R of degree at most d.
The only occurrence of these norms is in Plancherel relation (6.4) and Lemma 6.1 below.
6.3. Spectral expansion on the metaplectic group. We lift φ to the metaplectic group G in the obvious way. Since θ is a genuine on G the product φθ is a genuine function in L 2 ( Γ\ G, χ). The next step is to expand spectrally that function according to the orthonormal basis from §3.7.
Expanding, we arrive at
where τ corresponds to a certain genuine representation of eigenvalue
+ r 2 τ and the vector ψ τ is of weight p τ . In particular the form ψ τ is always proportional to one element f j,p in the basis described in §3.7.
Recall that because φθ is genuine, the sum above is restricted to genuine representations τ . Classically the expansion (6.3) would involve only Maass forms of half-integral weight.
The sum converges in the Sobolev norm topology. More precisely the Plancherel formula and an iterative application of the Laplacian give (6.4)
and a similar bound for the continuous spectrum. Here B > 0 is some absolute constant that depends only on A.
6.4. Uniform estimate.
Lemma 6.1. For all B > 0, S B (φθ) ≪ 1. The multiplicative constant depends only on B.
Proof. This will follows from the bound φ B ≪ 1. Care has to be taken because θ is not a cusp form. This is resolved by introducing a further argument and controlling the growth towards the cusps. Let Ht : Γ\ G → R ≥1 be a height function as in Michel-Venkatesh [MV10] . In the familiar case of SL 2 (Z)\ SL 2 (R), the function Ht represents the inverse of the shortest vector, in the standard fundamental domain it is given by the ordinate. According to assertion S3b in [MV10, §2.4.3], since φ is a cusp form, we have S B (Ht B φ) ≪ 1 uniformly.
To bound the Sobolev norm S B (φθ) we only need to consider the L 2 -norm D 1 φD 2 θ 2 for differential operators D 1 , D 2 which are monomials in L, H, R of bounded degree. Since
we may choose C large enough so that Ht −C compensates for all polynomial growths in the derivatives of θ. This concludes the proof. 6.5. Unipotent integral. On the group G we may expand (6.6) θ(n(x)a(y)) = y 1/4 n≥0 e −2πn 2 y e(n 2 x), x, y ∈ R, y > 0.
We obtain therefore (6.7)
n 2 Y Because of our choice of vector φ and more specifically because of (6.2) we obtain that (6.8)
Thus I is equal to Y −3/4 times the sum we are looking for in the statement of Theorem 1. 6.6. Decomposition of I. We now insert (6.3) in the integral I above. For all τ we have (6.9)
where ρ τ (d) is as in §3.1. In particular the bound (3.23) applies as stated. The identity (6.9) could be taken as definition of W ψτ for our purpose. The expansion (6.3) also splits naturally into the residual spectrum coming from the theta series which yields the main term, and the rest of the spectrum which will end up being an error term. We denote this by (6.10) I = I res + I off
Compared to §4 we are now picking it up directly from the spectral expansion.
6.7. Non-residual spectrum. We shall first bound the non-residual spectrum I off . Recall that θ is the exponent towards Selberg eigenvalue conjecture. The main inequality is Lemma 6.2. Assume that τ corresponds to a principal or complementary series. Then,
Assume that τ corresponds to an holomorphic series. Then (6.12)
Proof. Since ψ τ is proportional to the normalized f j,p , it is sufficient to establish (6.11) with f j,p in place of ψ τ . Then it follows from Proposition 3.1 and the fact that f j,p = 1. In more details, if ψ τ = αf j,p for some α then W ψτ = αW p,ir j and ψ τ = |α|.
Then we apply Duke-Iwaniec bound (3.23) for ρ τ (d) in the form of Corollary 3.2 and the Whittaker bounds above to obtain (6.13)
The last inequality follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (6.4). Taking into account (6.8), the estimate for I off corresponds exactly to the remainder term in (1.4) in Theorem 1. 6.8. Residual spectrum. We are now concerned with the contribution from the residual spectrum I res . In view of the description of the residual spectrum in §3.5 and (6.9) the term I res is proportional to Y −1/4 . It is also linear in W because all constructions in the proof are linear in W . Therefore we have (6.14)
for some constant M π,d . This main term could be derived in the same way as in §4. This would involve more machinery on integral representations of L-functions and therefore we have settled for determining only when it is zero. Now to conclude the proof of Theorem 1 we observe that the constant M π,d has to vanish in the following cases. When d < 0, the Fourier coefficients ρ τ (d) of the residual spectrum representations τ are identically zero. For ψ τ from the residual spectrum to contribute non-trivially to (6.3) it is necessary that the inner product fθ, ψ τ be non-zero. By the theory of the Shimura integral this can happen only when L(s, sym 2 f ) has a pole at s = 1, namely when f is dihedral.
Bounds for Whittaker functions
7.1. Whittaker functions. Our definition of Whittaker functions is as in section 9.2 of [GR07] . Let p, r ∈ C. The Whittaker function satisfies the following differential equation
y 2 )W p,ir = 0. The differential equation has a regular singularity at zero and an irregular singularity at infinity. Up to scalars, y → W p,ir (y) is the unique function that decays as y → ∞ (exponentially). An important difficulty in the theory of Whittaker functions is the normalization of the scalar. There doesn't seem to be a canonical normalization in general although the integral representations (7.2),(7.3) and (7.4) produce such. On the practical side this makes some formula differ from place to place in the literature, and on the theoretical side some more care has to be taken when working with Whittaker models attached to automorphic forms. 7.2. Integral representations. In this subsection we briefly summarize the classical integral representations of W p,ir and how they relate to each other.
According to [GR07, (7.621-11)] one has (7.2)
, ℜe s > −1.
One has the following Hankel integral representation, see [WW96, §16.12]:
The formula is valid for all y ∈ R × + and p, ν ∈ C with the assumption that p + 1 2 − ν is not a negative integer. The reference [WW96, §16.12] has a modified formula in that case, which is not repeated here because we won't make use of that formula. Here H is Hankel's contour which surrounds the positive real axis and is such that the real number −y lies "outside".
For ℜe(ν − p) + 1 2 > 0 it is possible by a limiting argument to obtain the following [GR07, 9.222-2]:
7.3. Asymptotics as y goes to zero. In this subsection we recall briefly the asymptotic behavior of the Whittaker functions as y → 0. The main purpose of this subsection is to have a consistency test for the numerical values of the constants in the computations. The Proposition 3.1 that we shall establish below is more precise because it is uniform in p and r as well. From (7.2) we deduce that (7.5) −ir Φ( 1 2 − ir − p, 1 − 2ir; y).
Preliminary lemmas.
In preparation for the proof of Proposition 3.1 we recall some elementary estimates concerning certain ratios of the Gamma function. We were not able to locate several of the claims in the literature so that we provide brief proofs for the sake of completness.
We start with an elementary fact which should be more widely known and will be used repeatedly.
Lemma 7.1. For all σ ∈ R, t → |Γ(σ + it)| is a decreasing function of |t|.
Proof. This follows for instance from the Weierstrass product formula (1 + s n ) −1 e s/n .
Next we recall the Stirling formula:
Lemma 7.2. Let ǫ > 0. Uniformly on s with |arg s| > π − ǫ the following holds The following lemma will be useful when handling integrals on vertical lines in the Mellin inversion formulas.
Lemma 7.3. For all fixed δ > 0, Γ(t + i |t| 1+δ ) is exponentially small as t → ±∞.
Proof. As t → ∞, the Stirling formula implies that (7.10) Γ(t + it 1+δ ) ≍ t (1+δ)(t−1/2) e −πt 1+δ /2 ≪ e −t 1+δ ′ , for all δ ′ < δ. When t → −∞, the order of magnitude is even smaller by the recursion Γ(s + 1) = sΓ(s).
For p ∈ R, let {p} ∈ [0, 1) denote the fractional part. For z ∈ C, let z = min n∈Z |z − n| be the distance to the nearest integer.
Lemma 7.4. Let ǫ > 0 and a large integer A ≥ 1 be given. Uniformly on a, b ∈ C and p ∈ R with |ℜe a| , |ℜe b| < A, ℑa = ℑb and a + p , b − p ≥ ǫ, the following holds Here h = |p| + |ℑa| + 1 and the implied multiplicative constants may depend on ǫ, A.
The assumption that a and b have the same imaginary part is necessary in the above lemma. In the proof this is used for the inequality (7.13). The exponent 2A is far from optimal although sufficient for our purpose.
Proof. Exchanging a and b and turning p into −p, we may assume without loss of generality that p > 0. Exchanging a into 1 − b and b into 1 − a, it is sufficient to prove the upper bound only because 6 of Euler's reflection formula Γ(s)Γ(1 − s) = π sin(πs) .
Without loss of generality we may assume that A ≥ 1 is a positive integer. It is not difficult to see that Let n = p − {p} ∈ N. We have This is because in absolute values, the real part of the numerator is smaller than the real part of the denominator and we recall that ℑa = ℑb.
Bounds for Whittaker functions.
We provide now a proof of Proposition 3.1. We start with the Mellin inversion of (7.2) which reads where σ is sufficiently large. In all three cases (i-iii) in Proposition 3.1 we move the line of integration to σ = 0. We are reduced to controlling the residues on the one hand and the integral on σ = 0 on the other hand. For the integral we shall distinguish between those s with small and large imaginary part. In the sequel we use B > 0 to denote a large constant that may vary from line to line.
7.5.1. Residues. Before going into the proof we remark that we may cross poles at s = 1 2 ± ν − N. The residues at those points give the two terms in the asymptotic (7.5). Also we recall the normalizing factors Γ( + ir is similar. The estimate is admissible compared to the right-hand side of (3.8).
(ii) The residue at s = − 1 2 − ν yields a lower order term. The larger term will arise from the residue at s = − Again this estimate is admissible compared to the right-hand side of (3.9).
(iii) We observe that because of the assumption that p − ν − there is no residue while moving the line of integration to σ = 0. 7.5.2. Mellin integrals. It remains to estimate the integral (7.14) when σ = 0.
(i) We want to bound the following ratio (put s = it and recall that ν = ir): .
Precisely we shall exhibit a fast decay when t goes to infinity with a polynomial control in p and r.
Because of the decay of the Gamma function on vertical lines (Lemma 7.1), we may modify the denominator so that the two Gamma factors are evaluated at the same imaginary part max(|t| , |r|). Then we are in position to apply Lemma 7.4 which enables us to replace p by {p}. After this is done, we apply Stirling's formula (Lemma 7.2).
(ii) We need to bound the following ratio + p + ν) 1/2 Γ(1 + it − p) .
For the denominator we first observe that Γ( decays exponentially as |t| > p 1+δ . Since ν ∈ R, we may apply Lemma 7.4 to the product of Gamma functions on the numerator. This enables to replace ν by {ν}. We apply Lemma 7.4 to the denominator as well replacing p by {p}. We conclude with the Stirling formula that the second term is bounded uniformly by a polynomial in p and ν. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
